The **Total ONE ICF** system is traditional hard coat fiber-reinforced Portland cement stucco applied over Insulated Concrete Form (ICF) construction. It is used in both commercial and residential applications. This system is eligible for a Total Wall system warranty when installed by a Total Wall qualified applicator.

**Layer 1- Substrate**
Approved ICF substrates are manufactured by Reward Walls, ARXX, EcoBlock, BuildBlock, Keeva, Dow, Owens Corning, Amvic, Polysteel and as approved by Total Wall in writing.

**Layer 2- Reinforcement**
2.5 lb weight per square yard diamond lath metal reinforcement, galvanized for corrosion control and mechanically fastened to the ICF ties in each block with fasteners, as approved by code and the manufacturer.

**Layer 3- Stucco Base**
Total One Coat Stucco is used to create scratch and brown coats called the Portland cement stucco base. Total Prime is optionally applied over this coat.

**Layer 4- Finish Coat**
Total Wall 100% acrylic based, synthetic finishes are very high quality and are available in Premier and Journeyman grades, in eight different textures. Total Wall pre-mixed synthetic finishes can be tinted to match virtually any color.